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Pavement Management System – Standard Operating Procedures 

Introduction 

This document contains Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) for use of the Pavement 
Management System (PMS.)  Its focus is on business processes and roles – it does not provide 
detailed instructions on how to use the PMS to carry out these processes.   These are covered in a 
separate Tutorial.  These SOPs were developed in order to document how system functions are to 
be exercised in the context of the annual cycle of pavement management activities.   

The bulk of this document covers cyclical activities, which are processes that will be followed each 
year in a particular sequence.  Following the description of cyclical activities, additional processes 
that will be carried out on an as-needed basis (e.g. registering new users of the system) are outlined. 

It is important to note that while most of the procedures described in this SOP are in place, 
implementation of some processes is still in the planning or implementation stages.  Note also that 
there is variation from year to year in the timing of activities.  The SOP reflects the desired schedule 
of events and does not necessarily match the actual schedule. 

This document is updated on a regular basis; suggestions for improvement are welcomed and 
should be directed to: Raja.Shekharan@vdot.virginia.gov. 

Roles 

Each activity described in the document below is assigned to one of the following roles.  The role is 
indicated by the letter code in parentheses following the activity. 

A – PMS ITD System Administrator 

B – PMS Business Lead 

C – PMS Team (Central Office) 

D – District Pavement Managers/Coordinators 

E – Project Inspectors 

F – ITD RNS Customer Liaison 

G – Materials Division Personnel 

H – Data Collection Contractor 

I – PMSS ITD System Administrator 

Cyclical Activities 

The annual cycle of data update and analysis activities utilizing VDOT’s PMS is shown in Figure 1.   
Four distinct types of activities are distinguished:  

• Data collection(green) – field data collection 

• Data management (shown in grey) - management of  PMS roadway network 
information; loading condition data into the system 

• Work Planning & Tracking – development of the paving schedules, recording of 
completed work, tracking actual work against targeted work  

• Analysis – use of PMS to summarize and report pavement condition, and explore 
future budget scenarios 
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Pavement Management Standard Operating Procedures (SOP)
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Figure 1.  Pavement Management SOP Activities 
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1. Archive Prior Year PMS and Data 

1.1 Create annual snapshot of the network master file (future). 

Background 

The PMS road network will change over time. In order to have the ability to report trends in pavement 
condition, each year’s PMS network master file will be archived to allow for queries of condition trend 
data.  In the future, summary-level data may be loaded into a future pavement data mart within 
VDOT’s data warehouse to facilitate this process for the State of the Pavement Report.   

Initially, this is being accomplished by archiving the entire PMS (see next step).  At the point in time 
when the decision is made to discard early system archives (e.g. after five years of system archives 
are stored), the network master files from archives to be discarded will be retained. 

Procedure 

a. Following final completion of the State of the Pavements Report, the PMS business lead 
requests the ITD System Administrator create a snapshot of the network master file. (B) 

b. The ITD System Administrator creates the snapshot and provides the PMS business lead with 
information needed to access it. (A) 

1.2 Create archive system  

Background 

The central office PMS group is occasionally asked to run additional scenarios based on the prior 
years’ data sets. In addition, The PMS group must periodically respond to audit questions related to 
derivation of the pavement needs figures that were provided in support of the biennial budgeting 
process.  In order to provide an ability to reproduce scenario results following uploading of new data 
and changes in the PMS road network, archive copies of the full PMS system are made. The archive 
versions are maintained primarily for use by the central office PMS group.  In the future, the PMS 
team will consider requesting a data mart to store detailed results of scenario runs from different 
years in order to provide the level of detail required for answering audit questions, eliminating the 
need to maintain multiple full archive versions of the PMS.   

Procedure 

a.  Prior to the annual full synchronization with RNS), the Pavement Management System (PMS) 
business lead sends a request to the PMS ITD System Administrator requesting that the current 
production version of the PMS be archived. (B) 

b. The ITD PMS Administrator creates the Change Management request to copy the current 
production version of the PMS to the production archive area, and forwards it to ITD Systems 
Engineering for action.  This archive copy of the system includes both data and software 
(executables.) (A) 

c. The PMS ITD System Administrator notifies the PMS Business Lead when the archived copy 
has been created. (A) 

d. The PMS Business Lead verifies that they can access the archive copy, and can run new 
scenarios and reports within that version of the system. (B) 

e. The PMS Business Lead requests the PMS System Administrator to back up and remove from 
live storage archive versions that are no longer required. (B) 
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2. Update PMS Road Network to Match VDOT’s Official Roadway Network  

Background 

The VDOT Roadway Network System (RNS) is the official source system for the VDOT-maintained 
road network and its linear referencing information. Because the PMS needs its own description of 
the road network to operate, the PMS maintains its own copy of the road network definition – a list 
of routes with starting and ending state and county-relative milepoints, as well as identification of 
overlap locations (where two or more routes coincide.)  As the road network changes over time (due 
to realignments or new road construction), the PMS and RNS road networks must be kept in synch.  
Therefore, a synchronization process is run periodically to refresh the PMS road network to match 
the current official RNS network.  This process not only updates the PMS road network description; 
it also (1) refreshes the route-milepoint locations of any pavement data that has been impacted by 
changes to routes that have occurred since the time of the last network synchronization, (2) refreshes 
reference information used (but not maintained) by the PMS such as road widths, numbers of lanes, 
shoulder data, AADT and wet accident hotspot locations, (3) brings in pavement layer information 
from secondary street additions from RIMS and (4) refreshes pavement information stored in RNS.   

A complete synchronization (a.k.a. “full sync”) involving updates to PMS data will be done once a 
year.  On a periodic basis (at least 1-2 times per year), a partial synchronization (a.k.a “half synch”) 
process will be run in which RNS imports data on current PMS locations.  This process requires 
temporary suspension of the nightly process that updates the linear referencing system (LRS)  within 
RNS.  The half sync allows for RNS to keep these locations updated throughout the year, so that the 
full sync process can be accomplished expeditiously. Note that the “half sync” only updates RNS – 
it does not modify any data within the PMS. 

The full sync must be completed in time to support creation of new management sections, and 
loading of the latest annual condition data.  The PMS data need to be stable for condition reporting 
and optimization analyses.  Even small adjustments to location information can impact analysis 
results.  Ideally, all M-20 Construction History data entry for the just ended paving season will also 
be completed prior to synchronization.   

The 3rd quarter LRS update (typically produced in September) is important in that this produces the 
version of the road network on which new condition data will be collected, and on which the following 
year’s PMS network will be based.  Therefore, an effort should be made to address critical LRS 
problems prior to the fall update. 

Procedure: QA of 3rd Quarter LRS Prior to Creating Frozen RNS 

a. The RNS Team creates a draft version of the Q3 LRS in UAT and notify the PMS Team that it 
is available for review. 

b. The PMS Team reviews the draft LRS and reports issues back to the RNS Team. 

c. The RNS Team incorporates fixes for reported issues into the final Q3 LRS, and conducts 
internal QA for this release 

d. The RNS Team applies patches C and D.  Patch C adds U_Routes (these are “unmapped 
routes” – they exist in the RNS database but have no geometry or cannot be linked to geometry).  
Patch D fixes gaps (where the “to measure” of one section is less than the “from measure” of 
the next section) and overlaps (where the “to measure of one section is greater than the “from 
measure” of the next section). The RNS Team transmits the 
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SDE_VDOT_EDGE_RTE_OL_JURIS_MSR (in RNS_PAV schema) and associated 
geodatabase to the PMS Team for review.  

e. The PMS reviews the final LRS, and reports errors back to the RNS Team 

f. The PMS Team requests the PMS ITD System Administrator  to run a half sync with the 3rd 
Quarter LRS and provide results to the PMS team for review. Ideally, the sync will be run on the 
full data set.  However,  a sample data set (e.g. management sections for Interstates and 
Primaries) can be run, depending on time constraints. (C) 

g. The PMS ITD System Administrator works with the RNS Customer Liaison to initiate the half 
sync.  This reads existing PMS data, and updates corresponding managed locations within 
RNS.  It also produces a file showing pavement data location adjustments (U_OUT) that is 
retained for reference.  This file can be used to identify management section location 
adjustments in the event of a delay in the full synchronization process.(F)  

h. The PMS ITD System Administrator provides the PMS Business Lead with a copy of the updated 
Q3 LRS, and the U_OUT table produced by the half synch. (F) 

i. A member of the PMS team reviews the LRS and half sync results. (Dynseg tools in ArcMap 
are used to map each U_OUT location and review against the current network.) They identify 
priority items for correction.  These items may include gaps, overlaps, master/subordinate route 
issues, and jurisdiction boundary location issues. (C) 

j. If there are errors in the U_OUT file, the RNS team is notified.  Errors are corrected in the sync 
processing, and the half sync is re-run.  This process is repeated until there are no further 
significant errors. 

Note: The U_OUT file is used for the “faux sync” run in the UAT version of the PMS, in order to 
provide a routing list to the data collection contractor – see step 4) 

k. The PMS Business Lead sends a request to the PMS ITD System Administrator requesting that 
a frozen version of RNS (with the corrected Q3 LRS to be used for the upcoming full synch) be 
created. (B) 

l. The PMS ITD System Administrator initiates the process of producing the frozen RNS. Frozen 
versions are produced both in the development and production environment.  In the past, the 
frozen version included the entire RNS system, but currently it contains only those tables 
required for the full synchronization1. (A) 

Procedure: Full Synchronization 

a. The PMS Business Lead sends a request to the PMS ITD System Administrator requesting 
PMS-RNS synchronization. (B) 

b. The PMS ITD System Administrator initiates the RNS side of the synchronization (against the 
Frozen RNS).  This reads existing PMS data, updates RNS locations for PMS events, and 

 
1 On implementation of the Oracle “Total Recall” product within RNS, it is anticipated that a 
frozen instance of RNS tables will not be required; instead a “point in time” will be recorded 
for future access to the flashback archives maintained for the RNS location-related tables. 
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produces a set of files to be used by the PMS side of the synchronization to update locations. 
(A) 

i. Note: if there is insufficient time to complete the full sync process in time to provide the 
data collection contractor with management sections (needed in February),  a “mini 
sync” is conducted – consisting of a half sync on the frozen RNS against a non-
production version of the PMS.  This mini sync focuses on a limited set of key tables 
(Windshield, CRCPSummary, JRCPSummary, and TC_Plan_Loc), and picks up 
changes that have occurred since the September sync (e.g. M20’s that were entered 
after the January 1st cutoff date) 

c. After the RNS side of the sync is completed, the PMS ITD System Administrator runs scripts 
against the PMS database in conjunction with the U_OUT file to identify potential locations 
where corrections may be required to fix gaps and overlaps (A).   

d. The PMS Team reviews the results of the scripts and determines where additional X and U 
routes are required.    They also review the locations in the U_OUT file where LANE_DIR = -1 – 
these are records that could not be mapped by the half synch. 

e. The PMS Team prepares spreadsheets with updates to the network (with X routes for missing 
routes or gaps) and jurisdiction measure tables (where errors exist in the RNS jurisdiction 
boundaries)  and transmits these to the PMS ITD System Administrator. 

f. The PMS ITD System Administrator updates the SDE_VDOT_EDGE_RTE_OL_JURIS_MSR 
table with the new X routes, and the MIN_MAINTENANCE_JURIS_MSR table with the 
jurisdiction measure correction spreadsheet, and runs scripts to apply these corrections to the 
PMS network and jurisdiction measure tables. 

g. The PMS ITD System Administrator schedules the PMS update process and notifies system 
users of the time window within which the system will not be available for use. (A) 

h. The PMS ITD System Administrator requests ITD System Engineering perform a separate back 
up of the current PMS database. (A)   

i. Once the backup has been successfully completed, the PMS ITD System Administrator 
launches the synchronization process. (A) [see step 1 –archive is created from the backup copy] 

j. During both the RNS and PMS sides of the sync, control reports are created to track records 
processed, methods used to process them, and amount of processing time required.  These are 
used to identify and diagnose issues with the process. Spreadsheet of record counts is 
maintained as well – to make sure that all records have been processed. 

k. When the sync is completed, the PMS ITD System Administrator reviews log entries created 
during synchronization.  If the logs show problems, they troubleshoot the problems and take 
corrective action as needed.   Once the synchronization process has been successfully 
completed, they request that the PMS Business Lead or their designee check the system. (A, 
F) 

l. The PMS Business Lead checks the data in the system to ensure that the synchronization did 
not create unexpected data problems in the system.  They check total mileage by route; number 
of missing values for AADT, pavement width and number of lanes information; and lane miles 
of deficient pavement by district.  They also spot check inspection and project information on 
routes where known changes have occurred since the last synchronization.  PMS data are 
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mapped to facilitate the QA process.  The PMS Business Lead notifies the IPMS TD System 
Administrator of any issues to be resolved. (B)   

m. The PMS ITD System Administrator makes corrections to the sync code and input files as 
needed. (A)  

[The prior two steps are repeated until the PMS Business Lead is satisfied that there are no 
remaining  issues and notifies the ITD PMS Administrator to that effect.  If changes have been 
made to the synchronization code, the process is carried out in development, test and then 
finally, production environments.] 

n. The PMS Team makes edits to the PMS data locations to make adjustments that could not be 
automated as part of the sync process.  The SETUP_NETWORK_LINES file is updated with X-
Routes to fill gaps.  Then, GIS is used to view where shifts in management sections have 
occurred.  The NET_Q_GENERAL_LANES file is updated as needed.  Issues are identified and 
management section limits are adjusted as needed.  Similar related issues are identified for 
other data sets and corrected. (C)  

o. The PMS Business Lead or their designee notifies system users that the system is ready for 
active use. (B) 

3. Update Pavement Management Sections 

Background 

Pavement management sections are homogeneous sections of road that are used in scenario 
analysis and program development.  Each year, sections are modified to match boundaries of paving 
projects that have been completed, and pavement type, surface type and base type classifications 
for each section are modified as needed to reflect new pavement structure.  Pavement management 
section limits are provided to the pavement data collection contractor so that they can summarize 
data according to the management sections (in addition to providing the data in 0.1 mile sections.) 

Procedure 

a. A member of the PMS team runs automated processes to update pavement management 
sections (C):  

i. They run a process (Least Finest Partitioning) to overlay last season’s paving 
contracts (M20’s) on top of the current pavement management sections and create 
a temporary table of sections that are split based on the limits of both current 
pavement management sections and last season’s contracts. <ref menu option: 
Roadway->Utilities->Linear Network Tools->Table Methods->Finest Partitioning>   

ii. They run a process (Update Target Table) on this temporary table to calculate 
provisional new values of pavement type, surface type and base type based on layer 
information entered for new contracts. Menu: Roadway->Database->Analysis 
Sections Development->Finest Partition of NMF and Contracts->Update Target 
Table 

iii. They review project locations and review values of last rehab year, pavement type, 
surface type, surface mix and base type as needed.  If these items are not accurate, 
they are manually edited in the uniform sections.  (structure history should be 
corrected with M20 entry) 
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iv. They run a process (Dynamic Aggregation) to create new pavement management 
sections for the current year. Menu: Roadway->Utilities->Linear Network Tools-
Table Methods->Dynamic Aggregation  

v. They run Update Target Table  in Roadway->Database->Analysis Sections 
Development->Aggregated Uniform Analysis Section).   

vi. Manual edits are made to enforce business rules for management sections – e.g. 
split sections that are greater than 3 miles, combine shorter sections, etc. 

Note: with release 7 of the PMS, this will only be a system job run (not from the PMS menus) 

b. A member of the PMS team notifies the District Pavement Coordinators that pavement 
management sections are ready for review. (C) 

c. District Pavement Coordinators review and manually edit pavement management section 
breaks and pavement types as necessary.(Roadway->Database->Analysis Sections 
Development->Aggregated Uniform Analysis Section). If pavement types are edited, M20’s are 
corrected, and structure history data for the affected locations is also reviewed and updated as 
needed. Databases->Construction History->select screen for appropriate pavement type.(D) 

4. Collect and Summarize Pavement Condition Data 

Background 

Each year, pavement roughness (IRI) and distress data is collected for all Interstate and Primary 
roads, and roughly 20-25 percent of Secondary roads.  In addition, to support deterioration modeling, 
starting in 2013, 1000-1500 lane miles of Secondary roads are being collected every year in order 
to provide data for building deterioration models. Data are collected in both directions on divided 
roads and 2-way roads with 4 or more lanes.  VDOT provides the data collection contractor with the 
limits of routes to be included (Sept/Oct).  Definitions of pavement management sections are 
provided following the full sync in February.  The contractor collects the data, and delivers to VDOT 
(1) high definition video images from downward-facing and right-of-way cameras, (2) pavement 
distress and IRI data for 0.1 mile sections, and (3) pavement distress and IRI data for pavement 
management sections. 

Procedure – Provide Contractor with Locations for Data Collection  

a. The PMS Team produces a report of data collection locations based on a dissolved view of prior 
year management sections from the non-production version of the PMS in which the “Faux 
Sync” has been run. This report includes: county, route, lane direction, from and to MP based 
on the Q3 LRS for the data collection contractor. (C) 

i. The PMS team reviews and approves U_OUT file (see procedure for half sync run in 
September, step 2 above) (C) 

ii. The PMS System Administrator runs the PMS side of the sync in a non-production 
version of the PMS. [This process is referred to as the “Faux Synch”] (A) 

iii. The PMS Team takes the Q3 LRS (patched version) and uses ArcGIS to dissolve it 
based on route name and county.   

iv. The PMS Team uses GIS tools (ArcMap) to create a “least finest partition” between the 
PMS windshield table (from the “faux sync”) and the dissolved LRS table.  This process 
is used to identify new or modified routes (e.g. new business routes that haven’t been 
collected before.)  The resulting table is QA’d and cleaned, and exported to MS Access.  
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A final excel sheet is exported for provision to the Data Collection Contractor and the 
ITD System Administrator for inclusion in PMS.  “Roadware Routing List.”  This sheet 
includes a record for every combination of: jurisdiction, route, divided/undivided, and 
lane count. 

b. The contractor is instructed to collect data on a the standard Secondary road panel as well as a 
specified number of Secondary lane miles (20-25% of the network per year) that do not overlap 
with locations that have been included in the prior year surveys23  Unpaved Secondary routes 
are identified so that they can be excluded from the data collection. (C) 

Procedure – Data Collection 

a. The data collection contractor performs route planning based on the information provided by the 
PMS team. (H) 

b. The data collection contractor collects preliminary data on a set of control sections in mid-late 
September. (H) 

c. The data collection contractor  begins production data collection in early October.(H) 

Procedure – Data Processing and Delivery 

a. In late January/early February, a member of the PMS team provides a file containing the limits 
of the updated management sections (including route, county, lane direction, state and county-
relative milepoints on the adjusted Q3 LRS) to the data collection contractor so that they can 
summarize collected data based on management section limits. This includes business data on 
pavement type required to drive which distresses are analyzed.  (Full business data is provided 
so that it is re-imported back into PMS) (C) 

i. This step is dependent on completion of the full sync (see step 2), and update of the 
management sections (see step 3) 

ii. Management sections are created for the data collection contractor menu: Analysis 
Sections Development->Homogeneous Sections for Export (ideally early February) 

b. The data collection contractor places all collected data on the network provided in September, 
and the management sections provided in January/February, and informs the PMS team contact 
about any sections that cannot be located, or sections that do not match with what is observed 
in the field.  (H) 

c. A member of the PMS team reports each section with location issues utilizing the established 
RNS errors and omissions process. (C) 

d. The data collection contractor delivers preliminary data to an independent contractor for 
verification. 

 
2 Once the entire Secondary System has been surveyed, the data collection contractor is 
requested to collect data for sections with the oldest existing data. 
3 Starting in 2012, a set of Secondary System control sections are being surveyed every year 
to provide a basis for development of deterioration curves. 
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e. The independent contractor verifies a random sample of data records.  If established thresholds 
are not met, the data collection contractor will either re-collect or re-process the relevant portion 
of data records. 

f. The data collection contractor delivers data files.  This will typically consist of an initial delivery 
of all Interstate data in April, and then batches of Primary and Secondary data for each district 
between April and June.  (H) 

g. The PMS Team performs an acceptance review on the data received from the contractor.  They 
review images against the ratings for individual sections.  Queries are run to identify sections 
where there are unexplained changes in ratings from year to year – these sections are the focus 
of this review.   

h. If issues are identified, they are documented and provided to the data collection contractor for 
re-collection or re-processing.  The data collection contractor delivers the updated data. 

5. Load Pavement Condition Data  

5.1 Load Distress and Roughness Data 

Background 

Pavement distress and roughness data are loaded into the PMS and quality checks are run to ensure 
that the import was successful.   

Procedure 

a. The PMS ITD System Administrator imports the roughness and distress information for all 
Interstates into the PMS.  Interstate data are typically available in the April-May timeframe. (A) 

b. Primary and Secondary data are provided in multiple data deliveries by district from May through 
June.  The PMS ITD System Administrator imports the data in batches as it comes in. (A)  

c. A member of the PMS team reviews errors (records that weren’t properly imported from the 
staging tables).  Corrections are made – e.g. to split records where the master route changes, 
adds X routes, etc.  Data are then re-imported.  This process is repeated until all data are loaded 
correctly. 

d. The PMS ITD System Administrator updates calculated columns in the condition tables – using 
the Update Target Table option for each data window. (A) 

e. A member of the PMS team spot checks the data and runs summary reports. Issues (e.g. field 
length, data translation issues, LOVs) are identified and corrected as needed. If necessary, data 
are re-loaded. (A,C) 

5.2 Import and Update Pavement Deflection and Ground Penetrating Radar Data 

Background 

Deflection (FWD) and Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR) data are collected on a periodic basis and 
stored in the PMS.  On occasion, it may be necessary to add, edit or delete existing FWD or GPR 
data.  FWD data are collected by the Materials Division; GPR data are collected by a contractor.  
GPR data are made available to district staff for project-level analysis, and are useful where there 
are gaps in pavement structure data. 
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Procedure – Deflection Data4 

a. The scope of the data collection is determined (e.g. just Interstates, Interstates plus high volume 
Primaries) (PMS Team and/or District) 

b. The Materials Division retrieves current locations (county milepoints) for each intersection on 
each route to be included in the data collection effort.  [RNS tools to provide a printed version of 
the SLD would facilitate this and has been requested] 

c. A member of the PMS team receives a file with data from the Materials Division.  The ITD PMS 
Administrator imports the file into the system, and spot checks the data to make sure that the 
upload was successful. (C) 

d. A member of the PMS team reviews existing deflection data in the system.  (C)  

Procedure – GPR Data5 

a. The scope of the data collection is determined (e.g. just Interstates, Interstates plus high volume 
Primaries) (PMS Team and/or District) 

b. Locations for collection are provided to the data collection contractor.   

c. The contractor collects data and summarizes it in 10th mile sections, reported on the routes 
specified. 

d. A member of the PMS team receives a file with data from the contractor.  The ITD PMS 
Administrator imports the file into the system, and spot checks the data to make sure that the 
upload was successful. (C) 

e. A member of the PMS team reviews existing GPR data in the system.  (C)  

6. Summarize Pavement Condition Data 

Background 

Results of the annual pavement distress survey are summarized for early district use, and later used 
for updating the State of the Pavement Report, which presents a high level picture of pavement 
condition by district, as well as trends in pavement condition over time.   The number of sufficient 
pavement lane miles is also reported on an annual basis to the VDOT Dashboard. 

Procedure 

a. The data collection contractor processes the raw distress information to yield load and non-load 
related distress indexes (LDR and NDR) for flexible pavement (or Concrete Distress Rating - 
CDR and Concrete Punchout Rating - CPR for CRCP; Slab Distress Rating - SDR for JRCP) 
as well as the critical condition index (CCI), which is the lower of the separate indices. (C) 

b. Members of the PMS team run reports that summarize:(C) 

 
4 Note that only one load of FWD data has occurred, and future procedures will need 
refinement – specifically, an agreed-upon format for data provision from Materials Division is 
needed, and the import process will need to be adjusted based on this format 
5 GPR data were collected on Interstates in 2010-2011. 
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• The distribution of lane miles in each district and system in condition categories 
(defined based on the CCI.) 

• The number and percentage of lane miles in each county and system considered to 
be sufficient.  

c. Members of the PMS team summarize pavement condition trends – statewide and by district, 
using historical information from past years’ pavement condition surveys. (C) 

d. Members of the PMS team create the State of the Pavement Report (C) 

e. Members of the PMS team provide the annual report on sufficient lane miles to the Safety and 
Performance Management Division for incorporation into the VDOT dashboard – by July. (C)  

7. Record Work Completed (M20s) for Current Paving Season  

Background 

In order to update pavement management sections in preparation for data collection, it is necessary 
to record locations where paving work has been completed.  This work history information also 
provides valuable information for pavement performance analysis and future planning.  The following 
types of pavement work are to be recorded in the PMS: 

• Addition of pavement layers as part of a major rehabilitation, reconstruction or new 
pavement construction project.   

• Addition of pavement layers as part of a maintenance resurfacing project. 

• Application of a surface treatment 

• Major pavement repair – e.g. patching, etc.  (this is supported by the M20, but is not 
currently required and is not standard practice).  Anything less than a .25 mile 
section is recorded as a patch.  (If the entire road is shorter than .25 miles, then an 
exception is made) 

Each year following completion of the paving schedules in PMSS, preliminary contract history 
records are created in PMS based on the planned work for the following year.  As work is actually 
completed, these preliminary contract history records are updated. (to be done) 

Two options are available for recording of pavement work: use of paper forms, or direct data entry 
into PMS.  Each District Pavement Manager/Coordinator can select which option is to be used in his 
or her district. 

Procedure – Paper Forms  

a. Where PMSS data has been used to create a preliminary construction history record, District 
Pavement Coordinators print out M-20 forms that are partially complete based on the PMSS 
information, and provide them to Project Inspectors. Where this has not yet occurred, Pavement 
Coordinator distributes electronic copies of blank M20 forms to the inspectors.  (D) 

b. Project Inspectors complete the paper M-20 forms and transmit them to the District Pavement 
Coordinators. (E) 

c. District Pavement Coordinators review the M-20 forms, complete missing information, and then 
enter the pavement layer information into the PMS.  They use separate screens for concrete 
surfaced, asphalt surfaced, and surface treatment projects.  If the PMS network does not include 
the route or portion thereof where the project was done, they enter a temporary project location. 
(D)  
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Procedure – Electronic Data Entry  

a. Project Inspectors enter information about completed projects directly in the PMS. They use 
separate screens for concrete surfaced, asphalt-surfaced and surface treatment projects.  
Information entered by Inspectors is automatically flagged for review.  Where PMSS data has 
been used to create a preliminary construction history record, this record is used as a starting 
point for updates. (E) 

b. District Pavement Coordinators or the Pavement Managers review the data entered by the 
Project Inspectors:  

• Check for valid contract data. 

• Check for valid layer data. 

• Check for valid shoulder data. 

• Check for valid location data: At least one location should be specified for the project.  
If there are no PMS network locations specified, the Coordinator checks with the 
Inspector to identify the project limits.  The Coordinator specifies these limits if 
possible.  

 If the PMS network does not include the route or portion thereof where the project was done, 
he or she enters a temporary project location. (D) 

c. Once the information is complete, District Pavement Coordinators or Managers approve the 
contract entry. (D)  

d. During the period when contract data are being input, a member of the PMS Team in the Central 
Office reviews projects that do not have valid PMS locations (using available filtering 
capabilities).  They correct locations where possible, and note LRS issues. (C)   

e. District Pavement Coordinators review and approve any changes made by the PMS Team.  
Where LRS issues exist, they report the issue to the ITD RNS Customer Liaison under 
established errors and omissions reporting procedures (in RIMS) so that road network issues 
can be addressed within RNS prior to the next PMS-RNS synchronization. (D)  

f. Periodically, the PMS Business Lead and the ITD RNS Customer Liaison meet to review 
outstanding RNS network issues that have prevented paving projects from being placed on the 
PMS network. (B, F)   

g. Following this meeting, the ITD RNS Customer Liaison or his/her designee informs the PMS 
Business Lead about the status of each identified network issue. (F) 

8. Update Master Work Program  

Background 

The Master Work Program (MWP) contains a “draft” program of paving projects.  Each project is 
assigned to a calendar year (CY) corresponding to the paving season within which it would be 
completed. Each project in the program has a status – currently defined statuses are as follows: 

• Scenario Recommended:  added to the MWP from a scenario optimization run.  

• Scenario Results: same as above 

• Decision Matrix Results: added to the MWP from the unconstrained needs 
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• Pipeline: project is already awarded or expected to be completed soon 

• Completed: project was completed in the most recent paving season.    

• Planned: planned for future years. 

• Planned 11/07/12:  Same as planned as above.  When new data comes in, the planned 
from past years have no relevance for analysis, but the planned in future years (with 
reference to any given year) will have effect on the analysis. 

• Bonus/Proposed:  Used to categorize projects to be funded from special “bonus” pools to 
support specialized analysis of performance impacts.   

• Construction:  Programmed construction projects from iSYP. 

Pipeline MWP projects should generally be included within scenario runs using the MWP scope 
selection.   

The MWP is used by the Central Office PMS team to track currently planned and programmed 
paving projects within both PMSS and iSYP. PMSS projects will be imported into PMS during the 
construction planning season, typically on a monthly basis.  Other projects that are not developed in 
PMSS but impact pavement condition (e.g. construction projects in iSYP) will be updated manually 
in PMS by the Central Office PMS team (at the beginning of the construction planning season - 
June). 

Districts do not need to maintain project data in the MWP directly – the Central Office PMS team is 
responsible for data loads from PMSS, and for manual updates to MWP information for non PMSS 
work.  However, Districts are requested to (1) ensure that PMSS data are cleaned up prior to the 
October PMSS data import (move all work not included in final schedules for the next season to a 
future year), and (2) inform the Central Office PMS team in early June of each year about any 
planned non PMSS projects (both reconstruction and maintenance) affecting paving condition within 
their district.  This ensures that the July 15th (final) performance monitoring report captures all planned 
work for the following season.    

Once paving contracts are finalized and districts have cleaned up PMSS to reflect these contracts, 
a PMSS “rollover process” is run (typically in March/early April) to make entries for the finalized 
contracts uneditable6.  They are then imported to the PMS MWP to represent the actual awarded 
projects.  These projects are also imported into the Dashboard and SiteManager. 

Data loaded from PMSS each month is time-stamped.  Each import of data from PMSS will update 
the existing contents of the MWP so that there is a single “current” state for use in scenario analysis.  

Currently, pipeline projects are only imported for a single year.  Any projects in the initial scenario 
year, costs are assumed to be 0 (and the budget is 0 as well – no optimization is being performed.)  
Any projects in subsequent years have costs included if they are to be covered under the 
maintenance budget. 

MWP Pipeline projects fall into three categories: 

(1) Paving schedule projects entered in PMSS that have been assigned to a future year 
and imported into PMS.  No cost information is currently imported.  In the future, if it is 
decided to import future year schedules as pipeline projects, PMSS material costs (in 

 
6 The Central Office PMS staff can, if needed, unlock a schedule to allow for continued 
editing. 
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current dollars) for these projects could be imported from PMSS – traffic item costs 
would be excluded.  

(2) Future year construction projects that are included in the current six year program 
and scheduled to occur in the next two years. These projects are entered manually into 
the Master Work Program.  If they are maintenance-funded (program 603), their actual 
material cost estimates (excluding traffic item costs such as guardrail) in current dollars 
are included.  

(3) Other miscellaneous projects not included in either PMSS or the six year program 
that will impact pavement condition – for example, pavement patching projects.  These 
projects are entered manually into the Master Work Program. , with 0 costs.  with their 
actual material cost estimates (excluding traffic item costs such as guardrail) in current 
dollars. 

Figure 2 shows an example timeline for PMS updates.  The blue triangles (with text below the line) 
represent milestones related to development and completion of paving schedules.  The red 
diamonds (with text above the line) are milestones related to PMS operations.  In this example, 
paving schedules for the 2014 season are completed in the PMSS in September/October of 2013 
and loaded into the PMS to create preliminary construction history records.  As paving work 
proceeds, construction history records (M20s) are updated and finalized in the PMS – entry for the 
2013 season projects is complete by December 2013; entry of the 2014 season projects begins in 
March 2014 and is completed by December 2014.  Pavement condition data collected in 2013/2014 
is loaded into the PMS by June, 2014.  The PMS master work program (MWP) is updated with 
pipeline projects for 2015 in June 2014, and then PMS scenario analysis is conducted in late 
June/early July in support of the FY16 budget.  

[In this example, there may be some 2014 paving projects that were not yet completed prior to the 
2014 pavement condition data collection.  To reflect these 2014 projects in the analysis, a system 
enhancement has been considered but not yet implemented to update condition data in the network 
master based on information in the construction history records.  This activity is included under step 
10 – Conduct Network Level Pavement Needs Analysis.] 

  
Figure 2.  Example timeline of PMS Updates 
 

Table 1 summarizes actions to be taken by the Central Office PMS team to manually update the 
MWP.  Specific dates are shown as an example to aid in understanding.   

October 2013 January 2014 April 2014 July 2014

December 2013
Complete entry of 

M20s for 2013 paving

 season into PMS

February 2014
2014 Paving Contracts

 Finalized

June 2014
Pavement Condition Data

loaded, unconstrained needs

 available

September 2013
Districts Complete 

2014 Paving Schedules

In PMSS

November 2013
2013 Paving 

Projects Complete

March 2014

2014 Paving Season Work Begins

July 2014
Run Scenario for 2015-2020

(for FY16 budget)

January 2014
2012 PMS Archived

PMS-RNS Synchronization

June 2014
Update MWP from PMSS and SYP,

Designate 2015 pipeline

 projects
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Table 1.  Summary of MWP Updates in 2013 for 2014-2019 MWP  

Project Case Action 

1. 2013 Construction Projects 
completed in 2013 

Leave in MWP as a 2014 pipeline 
construction project with a cost of $0. (does 
not apply to schedule projects – automated 
process to be implemented for these) 

2. 2013 Construction Projects deferred 
to 2014 or cancelled. 

Delete from MWP if cancelled, or include as 
a 2015 pipeline project with estimated actual 
604 program paving funds (material costs 
only) if deferred. (Does not apply to schedule 
projects – automated process to be 
implemented for these) 

3. 2014-2016 programmed 
construction projects in the Six Year 
Plan 

Include in MWP in the appropriate year (one 
year later than the scheduled completion 
year) as pipeline construction projects with 
estimated actual 604 program paving funds 
(material costs only) in current dollars. – (0 
dollars if 603 program)   

Procedure 

a. Following completion of the PMS-RNS Synchronization, the PMS team performs a monthly 
import (during the construction planning season) of projects from PMSS into a set of base tables 
within the PMS monthly.  These projects are loaded into the PMS MWP, with an appropriate 
status (Planned, Pipeline, or Completed). (Currently the project year and status are being set 
manually in the MWP; in the future, these will be updated automatically as part of the PMSS 
import).  (C)  

b. Prior to the October data load from PMSS to PMS, a member of the PMS team requests Districts 
to carefully review their PMSS data to ensure that all projects are assigned to the proper year.  
This will ensure that the pavement monitoring report transmitted to upper management at VDOT 
will contain the most up to date and accurate information possible. (C) 

c. Districts review and correct PMSS data prior to the October data load to move any projects that 
will not be part of the next season’s paving schedules to a future year.  They inform the PMS 
team when this review has been completed.  (D) 

d. In the February/March timeframe, the PMSS ITD System Administrator runs the rollover process 
to lock further changes to the next season (I) 

e. Once a year, when contracts for paving schedules are finalized but prior to the initiation of work 
on the contracts (e.g. February/March), a member of the PMS team imports the final schedules 
into the PMS Construction History file to both update the MWP and create “draft M20s”. (C)  

f. The PMSS ITD Administrator sends updates from PMSS to the VDOT Dashboard and the 
SiteManager application. (D) 

g. Prior to the June/July scenario analysis, a member of the PMS team reviews iPM to identify 
potential construction projects to be reflected in the scenarios.  They provide this preliminary list 
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to the Districts and request them to provide a final list of non PMSS projects that (1) are 
scheduled for completion in the current paving season, or (2) are expected to be completed in 
the following 2 paving seasons.  Districts are requested to include both construction projects and 
maintenance projects such as concrete patching that are not planned in PMSS.  Districts are 
asked to provide the 604 program costs for these projects. (C)  

h. The District Pavement Coordinator provides the list of non PMSS schedule projects to the PMS 
team as requested. (D) 

i. A member of the PMS team enters the non PMSS projects into the MWP.  Projects expected to 
be completed within the current calendar year (e.g. 2013) are entered as pipeline projects for 
the first program year (e.g. 2014) with a cost of 0.  Other projects are entered in the appropriate 
MWP year (one year after their estimated completion year) with their estimated maintenance 
(604) program cost. (C)  

9. Update Models 

Background 

The PMS includes several models used to assess current pavement needs, predict future pavement 
condition, and assign treatments.  These include: 

• Unit costs for different treatment types on each type of pavement 

• A decision matrix used to determine current unconstrained needs.  This matrix maps 
combinations of distress types & severities for different pavement types to repair 
categories.   It is based on detailed distress data from the most recent survey 

• Decision trees used to assign treatments to pavements within a multi-year scenario 
based on predicted condition. 

• Performance models used to predict changes in pavement condition over time 
following application of a treatment (including “do nothing”) 

Unit costs are updated each year; other models are reviewed and updated on an as-needed basis.   

Procedure 

a. Each year, the PMS team members review and update unit costs to reflect the most recent year 
of pavement work. Unit costs may be based on specific agency or directorate-provided guidance 
or based on prior year’s contract data for different categories of pavement treatments 
summarized from Trns*port. A database maintained by Staunton District is used to obtain bid 
tab information.  The quantity weighted average unit cost for each item is calculated from the 
winning bids. (C) 

b. Improvements to the decision matrix and decision trees are considered periodically, to add new 
variables or adjust mappings.  Any changes are reviewed with pavement stakeholders, which 
could include individuals from MD, Districts, Materials Division, and VCTIR. Treatment types are 
modified as needed. (C) 

c. Performance models for each treatment type are reviewed and updated as needed. (C) 

10. Conduct Statewide Network Analysis  

Background 
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Network-level pavement needs analysis is conducted to provide an understanding of cost to achieve 
different performance levels at the statewide level and for each district.  Analysis results from the 
PMS are used to support VDOT’s biennial budget request.  There are two general types of 
maintenance needs estimates that are developed in the PMS, the total unconstrained needs of the 
current network and the constrained recommendations generated through maintenance scenario 
analysis: 

The total needs estimate represents the cost of undertaking all preventive, corrective, restorative and 
reconstruction work that is assigned to pavements by decision rules based on their current detailed 
distress and traffic level, age (year of last treatment), and structural condition (from available FWD 
data).  These decision rules are referred to as the PMS Decision Matrix. 

A number of scenarios are run for the constrained needs analysis to determine: 

• the annual cost to maintain the current network condition 

• the cost to achieve and maintain a given network-wide performance target that is 
lower or higher than the current network condition  

• the maximum network performance that could be achieved for a given annual 
budget 

These scenarios can be specified so that they maximize benefit (or network performance – e.g. 
Critical Condition Index or Remaining Service Life) subject to budget and performance constraints, 
or minimize budget subject to achievement of minimum performance targets. 

The PMS also includes capabilities to generate an estimate of repair needs for paved shoulders.   

 Procedure 

a. The unconstrained needs are available as a view in the PMS once data are loaded.  (C) 

b. PMS team members maintain an “Analysis MWP” that is used for scenario analysis.  Copies of 
this MWP are made for individual district use on request. (C) 

c. PMS team members create the network master file (created one time after data are loaded), 
which brings together all of the information needed to run scenario analysis.  This is a multi- step 
process: (1) Run a finest partition of the secondary data (2) Run a finest partition to combine the 
results of the secondary finest partition, the JRCP summary, CRCP summary and ACP Input as 
well as the most recent condition data available for Secondary roads (3) Run “Update Target 
Table”, with all columns selected – this populates data for each of the columns and calculates 
adjusted condition where the date of the distress data is earlier than the date of the latest 
construction project and (4) [future] Run “Age Data”, which applies deterioration to older 
Secondary condition data to estimate current condition. (this will only be  needed when VDOT 
begins to perform Scenario Analysis for Secondary Roads).  In the next version of the system, 
a single system job will be available to perform these steps. (C)  

d. PMS team members run scenarios for different budget and condition levels (including a 
“maintain current” scenario), and provide the results of these scenarios to the budgeting team in 
a standard format so that they can be combined with other maintenance needs. (C) 

e. PMS team members run a report that summarizes unconstrained paved shoulder needs (future) 
(C) 
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f. PMS team members assess paved shoulder needs based on a percentage of mainline paving 
needs and provide the results to the budgeting team in the same standard format.  (Note – this 
is currently performed outside of the PMS) (C) 

g. PMS team members run a variety of additional scenarios and share results with the PMS 
business lead.  This is an iterative process involving review of results, formulation of new 
scenario parameters in response to both internal team and external management requests, re-
running analyses, and so on.  A single-year, multi-constraint analysis is run for a six year time 
horizon.  (Currently, optimization is performed one year at a time.  In the future, the PMS multi-
year optimization capability will be used; work is underway to operationalize this feature.) (C) 

h. The PMS ITD Administrator loads locations where work is recommended into PMSS and notifies 
the PMS team that this is complete. Work recommendations are based on the unconstrained 
needs analysis.  Each recommendation is tagged with the current year so that they do not 
overwrite prior year needs records in PMSS. (A) 

i. A member of the PMS team checks PMSS to make sure that the data load was successful.  If it 
was, they notify district pavement coordinators and managers that current year 
recommendations are available in PMSS. (C) 

11. Develop Paving Schedules 

Background 

Districts use PMS information to select locations for inclusion in the annual paving schedules.   
Starting in 2012, districts began developing pipeline projects in PMSS, to be available for inclusion 
in schedules for the following 2-3 paving seasons.  This allows for initiation of required safety studies, 
pavement design and environmental investigations in advance of the year in which projects are to 
be scheduled.   

Because work to develop paving schedules must be initiated prior to completion of pavement 
condition data collection, districts begin their analysis based on prior year’s condition data.    PMSS 
projects are developed for the selected locations; these locations are pulled into the Master Work 
Program.  

Note: In 2012, the Maintenance Division phased in a new process for monitoring paving schedule 
development against PMS recommendations.  Refer also to step 13 of this document for details on 
how this process impacts the schedule development process. 

Procedure 

a. The District Pavement Manager or Coordinator reviews existing planned PMSS projects against 
locations loaded into PMSS based on the PMS unconstrained needs analysis.  If the current 
PMS need category is not consistent with what has been planned, they revise the treatment as 
appropriate. (D)  

b. The District Pavement Manager or Coordinator identifies new locations loaded into the PMSS 
based on the PMS unconstrained needs analysis where there are no existing PMSS projects.  
They review the latest available condition information for these locations, running a number of 
reports in the PMS, with the data in tables including ACP, ACPSUMMARY, ACPINPUT, JRCP, 
JRCPSUMMARY, CRCP, CRCPSUMMARY, FWD, Skid and Traffic. Based on this information, 
they add candidate projects as appropriate to PMSS.  (D) 
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c. (Optional) In order to prioritize locations for inclusion in the three year paving program, the District 
Pavement Manager or Coordinator runs scenarios for their district using different budget levels 
and performance targets.  They may obtain a copy of the Analysis MWP from the CO Pavement 
Management team for use in this analysis.  They may also add new pipeline projects to this 
MWP to ensure that highest priority work is selected.  Once they are satisfied with the scenario 
results, they assign PMSS candidate projects to schedule years based on the analysis results.  
Lower priority projects are deleted or assigned to year 4 or beyond.  (D) 

d. The District Pavement Manager or Coordinator reviews layer histories and available GPR for 
recommended projects in order to identify any issues that should be taken into account in 
developing the paving schedules.  (This data supplements information gathered as part of field 
investigations.) (D) 

12. Conduct Wet Accident Analysis 

Background 

Wet accident analysis is conducted every year to identify corrective actions required to address 
pavement sections that (1) have a history of crashes related to wet pavement, and (2) meet criteria 
for skid resistance based on testing. Corrective actions may include application of surface treatments 
or posting of warning signs.  The PMS uses wet accident hotspot data from RNS (updated during 
the synchronization process) to identify locations for skid tests.  It stores results of skid tests and 
uses those results to provide information to Districts about locations where corrective actions are 
warranted. 

[Note: as of May, 2013, full implementation of the Wet Accident functionality in the PMS is not yet 
complete, pending completion of work within RNS to identify wet accident hotspots from the crash 
data.] 

Procedure 

a. The PMS-RNS synchronization process refreshes information in the PMS about the locations 
of wet accident hotspots.(A)  

b. District Pavement Coordinators flag wet accident hotspot locations where work has already been 
scheduled for the coming year. (D) 

c. The Materials Division staff run a PMS report that identifies locations of wet accident hotspots.  
They use this report to schedule skid tests for those locations that have not been flagged by the 
districts as scheduled for work.  Between 30 and 200 locations per district per year are tested 
on the Interstate and Primary systems for the Wet Accident Reduction Program (WARP). In 
addition, five locations per mile on the Interstate and Primary systems in two districts per year 
(cyclical basis) are tested. Materials Division staff use a straight line diagram produced from the 
frozen version of the RNS to assign test locations.  They provide the PMS ITD System 
Administrator with a file with skid test results in a specified format for import into the PMS. The 
PMS ITD System Administrator import this file into the PMS.  (A,G) 

d. District Pavement Coordinators run a report that shows skid data for selected location(s). (D)  

e. District Pavement Coordinators run a report that identifies skid test locations that exceed a 
selected threshold value (typically skid number of 20 or below.)  They use this report to plan and 
schedule corrective actions. (D) 
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f. Once a year, a PMS Team member deletes skid data from the PMS that is more than five years 
old. (C) 

13. Track and Report Paving Status Against Targets 

Background 

Per IIM-MD-001, a process has been established to ensure that (1) annual pavement performance 
targets are adjusted as needed to be achievable with available resources and (2) sufficient paving 
work is scheduled and completed to achieve the targets that have been established.  PMS scenario 
analysis is used to predict the achievable performance level on Interstate and Primary systems in 
each District, and to establish performance targets and associated lane miles of paving to be 
included in paving schedules.  The process was implemented to strengthen the links between 
budgeting, program development and program execution and ensure that sufficient projects are 
programmed to achieve established performance targets.  It is important to provide traceability 
between the work assumed in the PMS scenario analysis (which provides the basis for budgeting) 
and the work actually scheduled and completed. 

Procedure 

a. In November/December of each year, the Central Office (CO) Maintenance Division will provide 
each district with a report to assist with planning for the upcoming year’s paving schedule 
development.  This report will show paving targets associated with a range of potential 
allocations, e.g., the tentative upcoming year’s district allocation plus or minus 50%.  Note that 
this report will be helpful for planning purposes given that final allocations haven’t been approved 
at that point.  (C)  

b. In May of each year, districts receive an annual budget allocation for pavement. This may or 
may not include allocations for non-mainline paving, such as pavement markings, guardrail, etc.  
.  District budgets can deviate from this allocation amount, but must provide justification if their 
actual expenditures related to this budget will vary by more than 20 percent of the allocation.  
(See IIM-OP-2: Maintenance and Operations Program Budgeting and Spending.) (D)  

c. In June of each year, the CO Maintenance Division runs scenarios in the Pavement 
Management System (PMS) for each district to optimize use of the mainline pavement portion 
of the allocation.  The mainline pavement portion of the allocation is estimated based on 
assumptions built into the Operations Planning Office’s final budget scenario.  Scenario results 
are provided to districts and include:  

Baseline performance targets (percent sufficient) for Interstate and Primary pavements that 
can be achieved with the available funds, and 
Baseline paving targets for the number of lane miles to be paved within the forthcoming 
paving season by the following treatment categories: Preventive Maintenance (PM), 
Corrective Maintenance (CM), Restorative Maintenance (RM), and Reconstruction/Major 
Rehabilitation (RC).  (C) 

d. On July 15 of each year,  CO Maintenance Division pulls information from the Pavement 
Maintenance Scheduling System (PMSS) and the Six Year Program (SYP), and analyzes 
locations scheduled for PM, CM, RM and RC in the following paving season.  A district paving 
status report is prepared and transmitted to the District Maintenance Manager (DMM) with the 
following information: 

The number of lane miles scheduled by treatment type compared to the baseline paving 
targets. 
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The projected percent of sufficient Interstate and Primary lane miles that would be expected 
following completion of the scheduled work compared to the baseline performance target. 
Locations where the scheduled treatment is substantially different from the treatment 
assigned by the PMS – i.e. more than a single treatment category away from the 
unconstrained need treatment. (C) 

e. If, based on the district paving status report information, the district is not expected to meet its 
baseline paving targets OR its baseline performance target, the DMM is requested to identify 
additional paving projects or extend existing paving locations.  In addition, the DMM is requested 
to work with his/her pavement coordinator and pavement manager and review each location 
where the scheduled treatment is more than one treatment category away from the PMS-
assigned treatment and provide a rationale for the selected treatment to CO Maintenance 
Division.  For all such locations rationale should be provided to CO Maintenance Division two 
weeks prior to submission of the paving schedule to Scheduling and Contract Division for 
advertisement.  CO Maintenance Division will review the District’s rationale and document them 
in the District Paving Status Report. (C, D) 

f. The CO Maintenance Division compiles additional district paving status reports for all districts 
with a comparison of baseline and currently estimated paving at the following checkpoints: 

August 15, or following creation of schedule-specific construction UPC’s 
September 15, or immediately prior to  transmittal of paving schedules for advertisement 
October 15, or following transmittal of paving schedules for advertisement 
February 15, or following award of paving schedule contracts 
Completion of paving schedule work – after completion of the paving season (December 31 
of the calendar year in which contracts were awarded.) (C) 
 

14. Update RIMS Surface and Base Information 

 Background 

The Roadway Inventory Management System (RIMS) includes a Pavement Type table that stores 
pavement surface and base type.  This table is available to general to general users seeking road 
inventory information, and is also to provide data for the annual HPMS submittal.  RIMS is considered 
the source system of record for pavement surface and base type information; PMS provides RIMS 
with updates to this information reflecting paving projects that modify surface and base 
classifications.  Pavement surface and base information is edited in RIMS as data inaccuracies are 
reported, and as new secondary roads are added to the system.  In the future, RIMS will provide 
PMS with layer information from new secondary roads added into RIMS. 

Procedure 

a. In late December/early January (prior to the annual PMS-RNS synchronization),  the PMS ITD 
System Administrator runs a process to calculate updates to RIMS surface and base information 
based on the most recent condition data, and the M20s that have been entered.  He notifies the 
RNS System Administrator when this process is complete7. (A)  

b. The RNS System Administrator requests his team to run a process to update the RNS RIMS 
Pavement Type table based on the updates that have occurred to the PMS surface and base 

 
7 If schedules don’t allow for complete M20 data entry prior to synchronization, updates to 
surface and base type can take place following  synchronization – e.g. in February/March.  
RNS updates can take place in the April/May timeframe, prior to the HPMS submittal process  
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type table.  Only those sections where changes have occurred in the PMS are updated within 
RIMS. (F) 

c. As part of the annual (January) PMS-RNS synchronization process, the PMS is updated with 
the full set of pavement surface and base type information. At the same time, the PMS is updated 
with layer data from new secondary roads that have been added to the system. 

B. As-Needed Activities 

15. Update material and work codes  

Background 

The PMS contains a number of coded fields that pertain to pavement materials and work types.  As 
new materials and work methods are introduced, code tables are updated.  

Procedure 

d. Members of the PMS team compile suggested new items from district pavement coordinators.  
They then confer with the Central Office Materials Division to agree on new items to be added.  
They update the M-20 Field Manual based on agreed-upon additions to codes. (C) 

e. Members of the PMS team make updates to the code tables in the PMS. Note: if significant 
changes are to be made to the setup_material_code table, a PMS team member notifies the 
RNS customer liaison, since the RIMS system also uses this table. (C) 

f. Members of the PMS team work with the PMS ITD System Administrator to modify,  PMS 
“Groovy Scripts” that validate layer data to reflect new material and work codes that were added 
(with assistance as needed from Agile Assets) Changes to these scripts will be subject to User 
Acceptance Testing prior to being placed in production (A,C) 

16. Review and Update Pavement Layer History 

Background 

The PMS contains information about pavement layer materials, thicknesses and placement dates.  
This information is of uneven quality and should be verified and updated based on field experience 
and as new information comes to light.   

Procedure 

a. District Pavement Managers and Pavement Coordinators review layer information for roads in 
their districts.  If needed, they may review archived HTRIS Layer History data that is stored as a 
separate archived table within the PMS. (D)  

b. District Pavement Coordinators edit the layer information through the M20 screen to correct 
inaccuracies based on road construction history.  (D) 

17. Manage User Privileges 

Background 

The PMS is used by the core PMS Team in the Maintenance Division, as well as staff from the 
Districts, and the Materials Division.  District pavement managers and coordinators are only able to 
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modify data for their own district, and PMS screens are configured to show data for a user’s district 
only. General district users can view but not edit PMS data. 

Procedure 

a. New users request access to the PMS via the System Access Request System (SARA).   

b. A designated member of the PMS team adds the user to the system and establishes appropriate 
privileges. (C) 

c. The PMS ITD System Administrator and the PMS Business Lead meet quarterly to review the 
User Activity Report, indicating which users have logged in over the past 90 days.  Users that 
have not logged in for a 90 day period are automatically deactivated.   
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